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We investigate the mass modification of ΛC baryon in nuclear matter. 

Λc baryon in nuclear matter: 

• Interaction between ΛC and nucleon 

• The relation between ΛC  mass and the partial restoration of chiral symmetry 

• Information on diquark 
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• There are large discrepancies in the results. 
• The equations of OPE do not consist with each other. 
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Up to dimension 8 condensate (higher order contribution) 
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Recalculation of OPE 



Parity projected 
QCD sum rule 

Gaussian sum rule: 
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Correlation function:  



Parity projected 
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Gaussian sum rule: 

Calculated by operator product  
expansion(OPE)  
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Correlation function:  

(In vacuum) 

Non-perturbative contributions are  
expressed by condensates. 
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(Linear density approximation) 

Application to the analyses in nuclear matter 

New condensates: 

Condensates have the density dependence. 

In-medium effects can be expressed by the in-medium modifications of the condensates. 



Correlation function :  

We consider the case of the ΛC  baryon. 

Features of the correlation function: 

1. Information of the diquark 
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Related to the light quark 

Related to the heavy and light quarks Related to the light quarks 
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: These contributions are numerically small.  



Feature of the correlation function: 

1. Information of the diquark : Condensates 
: Heavy quark 

: Light quark 
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The heavy quark does not affect the condensates and thus the in-medium modifications 
are expressed by the contributions from the light quarks.  

Good diquark 

Λc interpolating operator is   

The in-modifications of Λc can be related to the modifications of the good diquark.  

What kind of light quark pair? 



Correlation function :  

We consider the case of the ΛC  baryon. 

Feature of the correlation function: 

2.  The partial restoration of the chiral symmetry 

The right handed spinor of d quark is also  
paired with left handed one. 

The property of 

The right handed spinor of u quark  
is paired with left handed one.  

The effect from the chiral condensate is small.  

The contributions appear as                 and are numerically small. 



Correlation function :  

We consider the case of the ΛC  baryon. 

Feature of the correlation function: 

2.  The partial restoration of the chiral symmetry 

The contributions appear as                 and are numerically small. 

The effect from the chiral condensate is small.  

More explicitly, the contributions of          are expressed as the following form. 



Correlation function :  

We consider the case of the ΛC  baryon. 

Feature of the correlation function: 

2.  The partial restoration of the chiral symmetry 
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4 quark condensate 

The effect from the partial restoration of the chiral symmetry 

Λc baryon knows the partial restoration of the chiral symmetry breaking  
through four quark condensates. 



Vacuum 

The positive parity states strongly couple to the interpolating operator         . 



Operator product expansion (OPE)  Non-perturbative contributions are expressed by condensates. 

Perturbative (LO) NLO 

NLO contributions to its leading order  
are more than 100%.  

The contribution of four quark condensate  
is large.  

Vacuum 



At ρ＝1.0ρN, the sfift 

The density dependence of  



•We analyze the Λc spectral function in vacuum and nuclear matter  
  by using QCD sum rules. 

•We will study the effective mass and vector self-energy. 

• We investigate the density dependence of the mass modification. 

•We calculate the parity projected  Λc QCD sum rule. 

•The Λc QCD sum rule has features which are related to the information on diquark  
 and the partial restoration of chiral symmetry. 

• As the density increases, the mass of Λc increases.  
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Error bar:  

: The number of the point τ in the analyzed τ region 

: The number of the condensate sets which are 
randomly generated with errors 


